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by ROY C. MUIR, e’05 

Vice President in Charge of Engincering, General Electric Company 

HAVE been asked to present the The classification “Big. vs. Little” 

case of the big company to the — | is too broad to use as a basis for this 

senior engineer. My credentials i decision. There are many types of big 
are: an alumnus of the University of 5 and. little companies each offering 

Wisconsin who has spent his entire ——_— different and varied opportunities. In 

business life—32'% years to a day— _s — the General Electric Company, which 

with the General Electric Company. > S aw I assume throughout this article to 

These have been happy and fascinat- ee be representative of large general 

ing years—happy, because I have a 3 v\. manufacturing companies, there are 

host of friends and congenial asso- eaisily, many positions outside the strictly en- 

ciates and each year adds many more 4 pene gineering field which are filled by 

to this host—fascinating, because en- . 4 technical graduates. Many of these 

gineering has played the most impor- a men started out in engineering work 

tant part in the rapid social and . and through their broad training and 

economic process over this period. qualifications have continued to grow 

I have just reviewed a list of more and have attained responsible posi- 
than one hundred graduates of the tions in the management group. The 

University of Wisconsin who are a title “Big vs. Little” implies a contro- 
sos Roy C. Muir . : woe 

part of this big companys and among © The graduating class of ’05, College of YEERY’ which, in my opinion, does not 
them I find one who has just been ap- Engineering, was much like any other class. exist. The outlet for the technical 

pointed Assistant to the President, a On the day that the University of Wisconsin graduate must be expanded, and little 
turned them out into the world, many people, . 2 

number of department heads, a num- including themselves, were wondering where companies and small business con- 
mer in responsible executive, admin.  ¢#ch would be 30 years later. The records of cerns, many outside the strictly engi- 

. . . 2 . some of them are lost, of others sketchy, of . , 
istrative or managerial positions in many dull. But the record of one among them, neering field, offer the technical grad- 

engineering, research, sales, and man- ‘Stuffy” Muir to his mates, tells as fine a suc-  yate excellent opportunities which he 
f 5 4 b £ ‘ cess story as might be asked. . tl lified 

ufacturing, and a number of promis: @ porn at Arcadia, Wisconsin, in 1881, Roy +8 Well qualified to accept. 

ing young men who are starting out C. Muir eventually entered the University of It is more than likely that less than 
¥ : Wisconsin and graduated with his B.S. in : : 
in the Test Course or getting under pp 7995. He began his career, as have so Half the 1938 class will find places in 
way in one of the many departments. many others, on the G-E test floor, became in- the large organizations, and it is also 
I am proud of these fellow alumni terested. wiand soon graduated to turbine de- probable that less than half would do signing. Having proven himself}, he joined the : . ee 
and I feel they are proud of the com- power and mining engineering department of — their best in such organizations. The 

pany of which they are a part. I know the same organization, and from, there stepped indications are that some men by 
. up to serve the International G-E Company as a ae 

not one of them who is smug or com- — commercial engineer for three intensely inter- their inherent and individual charac- 

placent, as each knows his advance- — &!"' and busy years, | teristics are suited for small com- 
ia hi wehace d © Promoted to Assistant Engineer of the G-E : 4 sh £ 1 

ment—in fact, his satisfaction an Industrial Engineering Department, he there Panies and others for large com- 

happiness—depends upon his contin- spent eight years in application engineering panies, so that in either case, if the 
Z € a ibuti work. Another step upward—in 1930, Mr. d s , 

uing effort ana contribution. Muir was made General Assistant in charge $taGuate tries to associate permanent- 
I wish to discuss the matter of find-  9/ Administration for designing and engineer- ly in the wrong type of organization, 

é h s ‘ob inf. ing departments and the works laboratories. h it noe do. his bese d 1 t 
ing and choosing a job most infor- Then in 1934, General Electric made him Vice © WHE DOE CO UMS Dest OF Sevelop £0 
mally and without prejudice, and I President in charge of Engineering. the limit of his capabilities. 

. e i in Se 
hope the success and happy experi- So we find him today in Schenectady, a Many years ago, I recommended to 

5 . gray-haired young man of 56, exceedingly ear- 
ences of myself and associates in a nest, outstandingly capable, popular, and con- Dean Turneaure that there be estab- 

big company will not unduly influ- siderate of his associates. Roy C. Muir is @ Jished in the University of Wiscon- 
. . - living example of the human side of engineer- : : 

ence the graduating engineer in that ing. He is proud of Wisconsin, too, but not sin a course which would enable the 

direction. He soon must make what aif as proud as we are of him. senior to learn more of industry so 

is probably the most important decision that he has yet that he might better choose the kind of job that would 
een called upon to make, and he should take every op- match his abilities, aptitudes, and desires. e graduatin’ b led up ke, and he should tak y op h his abilities, aptitudes, and d. The graduating 

portunity to prepare himself to choose wisely. engineer must satisfy himself: first, that he has the quali- 

January, 1938 Page 63



3 Le et “ > ees bs me which are designed to continue the edu- 

\o ee IO | E “= (a nl ‘ : 
F| eo f Pee Phys ae a cation and self-improvement of the 
bu 108) el) eae Y 5 ‘ 

Be f | é eG Ro A. Aen, young engineer and to allow him to de- 
bio a gp oe 

ae cia Pie Le se velop more naturally and broadly. The 
/ 1 Sy i oe // : a 
\ | Me 5 Ml, Neer oe : training courses are planned so that the 
a YZ ai else ea) S ems . 

sa “i ane yg — Cyt a. | a AN bins ~ young man earns his way as he goes. He 

cs i Oa Pa We ES a ee p : 
z SS ye cacley ee learns to develop confidence in himself 
i NO Poe a meh Hvis 

as” es * acolo sas ® and how to assume responsibility. He 

4 sa > ‘einai c : = a. — = acquires friends who will carry through 

J 7) ; Vie t i oS , his entire business life and later will 

: » ae a rf ie S aa . ay a prove not only a great pleasure to him 

ye " b dn. a 1 . but will be a factor in his continuing 

LE i i: Os - a ji bs success. 
D> se , : oe . 

a: a nya te Two things are always necessary for 

5 ann aici | ad 4 « = a << success,—one is his qualifications, in 
bs iy _ oe oy ots . 

=| : : A other words, ability, personality, and 
4 : * : 

Ilustrations courtesy General Electric Company character, and the other is the oppor- 
View of test floor showing 30,000 kv-a condenser (in rear) being tested by loading tunity. A large company is made up of 

on 18,000 ky-a motor (at right) and 8,000 kv-a frequency converter set (at left). a large number of comparatively small 

fications demanded of the job he is considering, and sec- organizations or divisions, each of which is essentially a 

ond, that it offers him the opportunity for advancement business in itself and, therefore, offers opportunities, for 

commensurate with his ability, all to the end that he may example, in manufacturing, engineering or sales, any of 

live a wholesome, interesting, and useful life. which the engineering graduate is well qualified to fill. 

What are the qualifications demanded by the large com- These various divisions are tied together through manage- 

pany? Several years ago I answered this question to the ment and one of the principal responsibilities of manage- 

Wisconsin Engineer as follows: ment is to maintain close observations of the men com- 

es views . , posing each division. There must be a continual and close 
We look for those qualifications in an applicant 5 di ; h the ideal of 

which lead us to believe that he can ‘accomplish things,’ study of the individuals in order to approach the ideal o 
‘do a job,’ and ‘get results.’ High scholastic standing and having, in all cases, the right man on the right job. There 

commendable campus activities are favorable evidence. ig at Maks of ll d tandi that 

We alse depend upon the: personal interview’ and “the is always a dirth of really good, outstanding men, so that, 
opinions of the professors to judge the applicant’s more if there is an outstanding man in any division where the 

general qualifications such as character, power of self- opportunity for advancement does not exist, he is given 

expression, poise, personality, alertness of mind, indus- fOr" es ° 
try, originality, and common sense. an opportunity in some other division. His broad early 

“We do not look for a high degree of specialization, training makes him adaptable, so that he is qualified for 
we préféria high degreé Of understanding of cha funda: - . 
mentals in engineering, supplemented by some economic, any of a number of positions. There seems to be an im- 

cultural and social education. The opportunities in our pression that the man entering a big company is lost sight 

Company are so many and varied that we prefer the en- fh ki d ‘ h ds. it i Ze tabs 

gineering: geaduace who is adaprable;: we’ feel che: high of, the work is not arduous, in other words, it is a soft Job, 
degree of specialization which is often necessary can be and the man will not develop as he would under more 

best a i after h i et ‘ z . P 
eer “Beyived saben: he ebiaies with) as rigorous circumstances or treatment. My feeling is that 

Above all, the young man entering a large corporation we might as well say that our engineering schools do not 

must be able to work effectively with others. He must do help a man to become an engineer, as to say that the sup- 

so with the expectation that he shall play an important plementary or business training in the large company does 

part in a big undertaking, but that he will not acquire not help him to develop into a bigger man. As a matter 

sudden fame or riches. He will make progress as the re- of fact, competition in the large company is keen, the 

sult of Snel and ee iad through which he a work is arduous, the individual is carefully watched and 
uire the mon sens n iti i é 3 F : 

a common sense, judgment, and intuition whic rated and is not lost sight of, but the philosophy is that 
most successful men must have. In the words of Mr. F. S. a . 4 a's 

8 . through training and assistance and placing responsibility 
Terry, a former official of the General Electric Company, : és 

: : , 5 upon the man as rapidly as he can accept it he develops 
We are making a journey—not running a race,” and I idl di he kind of \ 

: re rapi nd ini in an rge compan 
am reminded of a statement made by my former Profes- more rap eat HILO RING, OF MAD 8 Anse pany 

sor, Mr. Dougal C. Jackson, to the effect that he looked ™USt have if it is to be successful. 

up his students twenty or more years after graduation to The training courses in the large company extend the 

determine whether or not they had been successful. If the period of germination, if you will, so that the engineer 

graduating engineer enters the large company with this may come into full bloom more naturally. It provides a 

philosophy, he shall find the opportunity he is looking for. period where he may learn more about industry and its 

The change from academic to business life is abrupt at opportunities on the one hand, and his own abilities and 

the best, but the big company has its training courses aptitudes on the other hand. His foundation must be sub- 
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stantial and sound if he wishes to build a substantial career. gga) B85 Uh Rass © — ee 

The company of which I am a part operates a test og 2. a ae ee if eal. 

course which was initiated more than forty years ago as a aes Pe cn ey q i 

matter of necessity to train experts to install electrical pret, aa iC eat ee A RS ie | 

machinery. Since that time more than 15,000 technical os he — : ce << <2 u gil Pe Mee ed 

graduates have passed through this course, and the engi- § = ee . A eect ae oil . = a 

neering and sales organizations and the supervisors in the |j ee i, : 4 4 

manufacturing organizations as it exists today are largely [AMES in rf iS 

composed of graduates of this course. More than half of a: Bs A ent gc, Peay. 

this 15,000 have found their way into the electric light . aa ae meld Bea z 

and power industry, industrial concerns, large and small, ay) a ee M9 3 a r bee a ee | 

and numerous other fields of activity. It is evident then, Py : i. Vee: i g Koons . 

that the graduating engineer starting out in a big company : sot MGS ea 

must not necessarily stay with the big company, but he [a7 ge ae , NS 

does obtain a training and experience which enables him + a S a WS ae 

to assume responsible positions in other large or small or- 1 [ eas Me aD VSS a >, 

ganizations. & - ~ So 

There is quite a common feeling among seniors that ; ’ ~ ya ‘ 

they would prefer to be a big cog in a small wheel rather sae 

than a small cog in a big wheel, and many who join the “ EN %, 

big company do so to see how a large corporation does it, » 

with the expectation of becoming affiliated with a smaller 

organization later. 

A young man, and a very bright one who graduated 

from one of our well known technical schools three years Student engineers testing large steam turbine. 

ago, called upon me today and his story was something equipment and engineering practices. I would like, there- 

like this: fore, to spend a year on your test course with this in 

“I have a good position and can probably hold it for view, and then I feel I can go back to my job and do very 

life, but several situations have developed which indicate much better than I could do otherwise. I feel that, unless 

to me that my older associates are not familiar with engi- I do this, my progress will be very slow and my future 

neering developments of recent years. My younger asso- will be quite limited.” 

ciates, several of whom have been employed within the We shall try to make arrangements whereby he can ob- 

past three years, know of many of these new develop- tain this experience. I cite this incident—and we have 

ments but not enough about them to have them intro- many similar cases coming up throughout the year—as 

duced. I have the approval of my superior to a year’s evidence that the engineering graduate who has outstand- 

leave of absence provided I can spend that year with your ing qualifications and wishes to make the most of them 

company to acquire a broader experience in up-to-date requires a broader base than his college education upon 

which to build, and the large company can 

ee ee provide this broader base of experience 

i s 4) through its training course. 

——— js ae 2a : The underlying philosophy of the test 

Sone course when started was to place responsibil- 

ity upon the young technical graduate for the 

: . a testing of all of the product manufactured. 

| .~ ‘ ae This basic principle of training has not been 

| s | changed although the variety and type of the 

S | product have greatly expanded and the facili- 

a | ties for testing are quite different and im- 

i : , ; = ae proved over those originally employed. The 

= oN -) 2 8 a ee < young man entering this course starts out by 

P Be a working with others under another graduate, 
Ppen a tte i Beet te i probably of the same graduating class or the 

7 ee Gn i one preceding it. Within a short time he is 

a if ae —-o- ‘e Ce , given charge of the test of a certain machine 

on sand then others are working under him. He 

Locker house and part of golf course of Edison club. (continued on page 78) 
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General view of the work on the Delaware & Hudson RR. The Delaware and Hudson Railroad in 1937 laid 316,- 

800 linear feet of track in lengths of one mile or more. 

The method used in this work is representative of the 
F YOU have ever traveled by rail, you are familiar method generally employed in the United States. A large 

with the steady click caused by the car-wheels pass- amount of machinery and equipment is needed in this 
ing over rail-joints. While this noise may be a boon process, and most of the work is done by private com- 

to traveling insomniacs who count rail joints instead of panies such as Sperry. 

sheep, it is a source of constant annoyance to maintenance The equipment for welding consists of a welding car 
engineers. However, another problem, more serious than with machinery, a generator car, a locomotive to supply 
noise, is the added wear and tear due to shock and vibra- steam for a generator turbine, a rail-rack car for lining up 
tion upon rolling stock. and preparing rails, five flat cars for stress-relieving equip- 

Welding rails together, although not entirely satisfac- ment and joint grinders, and several cars to carry the fin- 
tory at present, is probably the most successful way of _ ished rail. 
eliminating this trouble. As early as 1933 the Delaware Heavy sections, usually 39 feet long, are loaded on the 
and Hudson Railroad laid a few miles of welded rail and flat cars and clamped into the welding machine. Two sec- 
found it quite satisfactory. There have been experiments tions are held with their ends close together, and the ends 
for years in Europe with welded rail, Poland having used are pre-heated by intermittent short-circuiting of a heavy 
gas-welding of rails for a long time. The Berlin Rapid current through the rail ends. Oxides and impurities are 
Transit Lines in Germany conducted a test from 1926 to burned off in this process. 
1929 on five miles of Thermit-welded track and found the In the next processes, called “flashing and pushing,” 
track unsatisfactory because of “cupping” and breaks at the rails are put in contact until the ends become almost 
welds due to wear and excessive tension resulting from molten. Then they are squeezed together and allowed to 
extreme cold. cool. 
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Left: Inside the welder car. The flash that gives part of its name to the electric flash butt welding process. Right: Fillet grinder. (On 
third flat car). Upset metal at “fillet,” immediately below rail head, and upset metal immediately above base is removed. This is done 
to eliminate possibility of a fatigue fracture developing at these points of compression and tension when rail is carrying load in track. 
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The welded section is then pulled back to the stress- Ley fp 
. wd io fk- UF a : 

relieving and joint-grinding cars where welds are heat ata f wn Ss 4 ca : 

treated and joints are ground smooth. A section of about aff — a ee . 
780 feet long is joined in this way, aligned, and pulled on fim A dl EE 

the flat cars which carry the section to the place of use. ve I AX 

A section of this length is flexible and readily conforms OE A ae ee, =. \ \\, 
ee a - . 

to the shape of the train which carries the rail, even when = ’ a aren 
. Se a ne | ‘ 

rounding sharp curves. eee ee BGO ) 

The section is unloaded by holding one end on the Rounding a 15-degree curve. Without being fastened down to 
roadbed and running the train out from under the rail. the cars in any way, long rails conform exactly to & k duri i d After placement on the roadbed, the rails are fastened trac Siler no difficulty Wi esepore an 
down and joined by Thermit welds into sections of more 

than 6,000 feet long between insulated joints. Such a 

Thermit weld requires the usual Thermit equipment and . . . . 
about three hours’ time to complete as contrasted with the sections, but steel can withstand this stress with ease. (A 

: . : temperature change of 100 degrees F. from time of place- 
few minutes required for the electric welds. Consequently : ° 
the Thermite welds must be ‘made duzing hours: of light ment of rail would stress the rail to about 18,000 lbs. 

eatiie over the entire cross-section.). Since the distance between 

The result is a smooth, continuous ribbon of steel which ties: iniomall, thefe aah. be: litle Ieiling -@f mails di 46 
; 5 2 j column action, and the spikes can withstand the lateral 

gives a quiet, and unbelievably smooth ride. j . 
Th d idet howarnancisnand conmacian stresses. Thus the problem of expansion and contraction 

e reader may wo ontractio: z 
‘ . : is not serious. 

are taken care of in such a section. There is, of course, a ‘Alchough Idi i b 
4 . " t 

| tremendous expansion and contraction effect in such long though not a panacea, welding rat's appears fo oe a 
ractice that will be generally adopted by many roads in P 8 y P y y 

the future. Germany’s experience with “cupping” and 

BES ' nay ny ms 42) breaking has not been prevalent in the United States. 

ae ar ok eP | ae | === = =—_ Fatigue tests on the sections have failed to show any seri- 
> dk eet ia ee fea | oe,,hLm %, i 

aera Y ee ir Ae. i Ls 4. ous effects. At present the chief drawback to welded rails 
orighe oth et aa i Si. a ee p : . : 
a ae W madi \ Lae is the troublesome repair necessary if a rail should break. 

a Maks ee io ; SS ‘tr | 4. The ends at the break must be punched and splice bars 
pt Sag ‘e ay . |... P P 
er er yp > kg occa _ bolted on until a permanent weld can be made. In spite of 

a”. A a a the expense of the process, it is said to be more economical 

. Sees Scmcuniteny . ebed —— \ee than punching the rails, using splice bar connections, and 
a = > Neha tay | it P & 8 sp. 
“eee te ee eee )OOelding on cables to carry current for signals. The reduc- oT Be | om to ee g y g 
iy | A itt i242.) 2. i tion in wear and tear on rolling stock is believed to effect 

| 5 ' ae | ke. a. a 5 5 
~~ t ti 8 ie | 8 saving which will more than pay for the actual process 

1 ' de ef i]. of welding. 

3 AE. 5 el a In the future we may expect to glide along a smooth 

; a ae fo es8 rail without any annoying rumble or bumps. We will ex- 

« ee ON SCéppeettiernce a ride so quiet that the traveling insomniac will 

have to go back to counting sheep while other passengers 
Stress-relieving furnace. Weld is fed directly from welder to this , 8 8 ©P " P 8 

furnace in which it is normalized by controlled cooling. sleep in an atmosphere more quiet than their own homes. 
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ON THE CAMPUS 
EXTRA!! RED WAGNER PROFESSOR SHOREY ACTS HERE AND THERE 

IN CAPTIVITY AS CHAIRMAN Bob McNiesh, m’39, handed in a 
On Tuesday, the seventh of De- At the annual meeting of the Ad- problem in steam and gas the other 

cember, 1937, Eldon C. Wagner, visory Committee on Mine Safety, day that even had Prof. L. A. Wil- 
better known as “Red,” was initiated Prof. E. R. Shorey acted as chair- son stumped. The best part of it 
into the ranks of married men. He man of the industrial committee, a was that he actually came out with 

is instructor in the T.E. depart- post which he has held since the or- the right answer, although the proc- 

ment. The lucky lady was Rose ganization was started 15 years ago. ess leading up to the answer was a 

Rundesill of Mad- © Representatives are made up of deep dark mystery until “Wotta- 
ison. Sheisa £3 members of the Federal Bureau of man” Bill Bates started to show how 
home ec grad, and : Mines, mine operators, and organ- it was done. As he explained it, he | 

has been teaching ized labor, who meet to revise the worked a calculation which caused 
at Wisconsin = mine safety requirements in Wis- Professor Wilson to exclaim, “You 
Dells. She took (°° SW consin. can’t do that.” There was dead si- 
her field work at = wee Mr. Shorey was also a member of lence for a split second, followed by 
the civils’ camp + — the program committee of the a deep voice from the back of the 
last summer, where she was a dining American Mining Congress which room saying, “The Hell you can’t!” 
room girl; so “Red” should have no met in Salt Lake City in September. = 
trouble with “bride’s biscuits.” At the present time he is working on BEST CRACK OF THE 

After the wedding, “Red” was the Advisory Committee of Mining MONTH 
surprised no end to have his car Exhibits Incorporated of San Fran- To Ed Davey (He’s a lawyer, 
blow up. The cisco. It is a non-profit organization boys, go get him) goes the honor 
cause was one 2, eS for the planning and staging of the for the best crack of the month. 
of those little \ Cf mineral industrial exhibits at the During a recent cold snap the gar- 
starter bombs. BSR Golden Gate International Exhibit age attendant told 

The couple ) in 1939. him the reason his é 
spent the va- cs} e ° car wouldn’t start iy _ TF ye 
cation at . ARCHITECTURAL SHORT was because the Swf [tts] 
Knoxville, visiting grads who are COURSE water in the bat- ( 3 . 
working on TVA, including the Some very interesting lectures and tery was frozen. At 
groom’s brother, who is also “Red” discussions on the design and appli- Ed first looked ao 
Wagner. cation of architectural concrete were dismayed and | | 5 

A humorous note was added at held in the auditorium of the Engi- then indignant as 
the wedding. Just when the organ- neering Building on the evenings of he replied, “But they checked the 
ist had started playing “Lohengrin,” January 4, 5, and 6. They were radiator the other day and told me 
and all the people were craning jointly sponsored by the University the water was good for 35 below.” 
their necks to see the happy couple, and the Portland Cement Associa- And so to a lawyer we gladly award 
in walked .. . “Whitey” Mortensen tion. The subjects under discussion this month’s prize, five gallons of 
and Elizabeth Ebbott. included such timely topics as: the Prof. Ben Elliott’s new fire-proof 

As an afterthought, and at the design of forms; the use of reinforc- gasoline. 
risk of being mistaken for Engin ing; curing and protection; and Incidentally, Ed also admitted 
Ears, we wonder if “Red” proposed specifications. The classes were at- that he didn’t exactly know what the 
of his own accord, or if it was just tended by both students and busi- fan was for, either. 
that “The Bride Wore Red” out. ness men from in and around Madi- e 

e son. Incidentally, the junior class of 
SHOP 7 CLASSES MAKE 7 engineers seem to be in for a bit of 

INSPECTION TRIP ALUMNUS WRITES good stiff competition as far as 
On Wednesday, January 12, the ARTICLE gtades are concerned. There are en- 

Shop 7 classes made inspection trips John A. Oakey, ¢’29, M.S.’34, has tirely too many intellectuals among 
through Gisholts and the Madison- recently had an article published in the extension division transfers to 
Kipp Company. The purpose of the the Engineering News-Record. It is suit them. We're beginning to won- 
trip was to illustrate methods used entitled “A New Stadia Technique,” der if anybody from the extension 

in the field which the boys had and appeared in the December 23 division ever gets less than a straight 
previously studied in class. issue. A average in anything. 
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T.E. DEPARTMENTAL their train connections of the day. CAN’T TAKE IT 

NOTICE At 5:45 a.m., several of them a) 

If the poor misguided fellow who staggered breathlessly onto the plat- . 

jimmied open one of the lockers form of the Chicago-bound. train. 

and removed the telescope and ver- In Chicago, during their race from ; 

tical circle from a transit will come the Union Depot to the Illinois 

back and get the tripod and bubble Central station, Professor Barker 
tubes, he will find the whole much showed his “eleven” how to make 

more useful, and the department yardage without knocking down fy 

will not be bothered with an unat- poor old ladies. In East Chicago, a : 

tached tripod on its hands. unable to make it to the train stop, . Pat Hyland has repeated his feel- 

This month’s celluloid lamp chim- they blocked the track and flagged ings regarding foul smelling pipes 
sey for the best crack goes 40: Pro- the t4iA to-a halt: so often to his classes that they are 

fessor Owen. He was explaining a The International Smelting and seas get ae a wee bit weary 

boundary dispute in which the eaves Refining Company, infected with = - : are y when they are 

of a house overhung the property the “Recession-bug,” offered inter- won e eibonh now be manages to 

line. The house belonged to Pro- esting sights, but also a shivering frm 9 bie ble. kaze EVERY uae tune 

fessor Page, of the law school. Pro- atmosphere to the spectators, for rom “the; bine ‘hs, created by his 
fessor Owen felt the need of a fig- many of the furnaces were shut he lendliwe fede xl cigar. May- 

ure. So, in drawing the house, he down. The plant uses the Parks ie ies che mn at “defense, because 

drew it in the crescent-adorned form process for the desilverization of . = ies arom Ried very few of the 

so well known to the boys who hail lead. It also has an electrolytic nea bi nih aoe i will ventute 

from the country. white lead process in operation. into is é tee w x it as is a State 

° About mid-afternoon, after the e Nikax Ei i * Kondon °8- . 

‘ boys appeased their starvation with en Pi “Tau Sigina bad its pie- 
An engraved lemon also this : ; ture taken for the Badger, Dale 

h a fine five-course Italian dinner, e padger, 
month to Professor Van Hagan. In they were revived in spirit and rol- Greenwald, that diminutive junior 

rails class, he made the following . y © . P mechanical from Chippewa Falls 
licked childishly through the Hyde . - 2 

statement, funny but all too true: Park distri thei «ahi didn’t exactly fit. It seems he was 

“The principles of engineering,” ar sBEEACS oe ete MEY, 8 ee too short, or something, but the 
“ : Museum of Science and Industry. > 8 ou 

quoth he, “never change. Two times photographer fixed that in a hurry. 

two is always four . . . except when ° He simply gave Dale a two inch 

you guys do it on a slide rule.” PHI KAPPA PHI block to stand on. Sounds as if Dale 

e The angineeding adie! -was.ayain wasn’t the only short boy in school 
fter all. 

OWEN ATTENDS well represented when twelve of the a had hen th s the d b 

CONVENTION fifty-seven initiates to Phi Kappa as ar 

For the past few days, Professor Phi were engineers. The initiation whe eatie heine Pretty wel inebre 

Owen has been attending a conven- was held in the Memorial Union on ated engineers. get: ine mate 7 put 

tion in Washington, D. C. He left January 19, with Prof. Farrington lenge Br drunk) one night and 

the morning of January 3; and on Daniels of the chemistry depart- pee having quia time gerne Bs 
Thursday, as secretary of the Engi- ment as the guest speaker. key ie the sok When pes the 

neering Society of Wisconsin, he : ¢ + Hight watchman, showed. °up: an 
Election to Phi Kappa Phi is ked hin if be having troubl 

was president at the conference of ‘ : asked fim If he was having trouble 
based upon high scholarship com- helding the eeadly:. the Thebel 

the Engineering Societies of Amer- : : ae é olding the Key steady,: the inebri- 
. " bined with participation in worth- ate replied, “H— no. I can hold 

ica. On Friday and Saturday, he at while campus activities and is open the key all right, you just hold the 

tended the meetings of the Ameri tg seniors of all departments of the —uilding still.” 
can Engineering Council. aivevsic uneimg sa’ 

e a y John Huppler is nursing a 

The twelve outstanding engineers healthy grudge against Nathan Itz- 

MINERS TRAVEL whose names are well known to most ——kowitz. At the last A. S. C. E. meet- 
Athletes are made, not born, of us are: ing, refreshments consisted of cider 

seems to be the sentiment of the Mechanicals — Willard G. Han- and doughnuts. When the boys had 
metallurgy inspection-trippers. The son, Karl E. Sager, Robert A. Sharp, finished guzzling, there remained 

eleven boys and Prof. George Bar- Roger U. Stanley, and Henry K. one bottle half full of cider. Quite 

ker during their one day trip, on Voigt; Electricals—Robert Berg, and naturally, a lively verbal battle en- 

January 5, to the International Paul M. Ketchum; Civils—Lewis E. sued, in which Nate finally subdued 

Smelting and Refining Company Sheerar, Lyle F. Yerges, and Robert Hupp, and took home the highly 

(East Chicago, Indiana) had to take F. Zwettler; Chemicals—Francis E. prized beverage. John is not only 

a “waistline-trimming” to make all Fontaine, and Leo Herning. mad, but dry as well. 
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S CCLETI ES 

A. S.C. E. OY problems are not licked by the di- 
The Amedican Sodiey of! Civil HOLESGON rect application of scientific princi- 

Engineers was confronted at the At the meeting of Polygon, ples, he explained. The best meth- 

start of the year with the necessity January 11, the following new. ods of solving production problems 

of an election. Kwasniewski, who officers and committee chair- are based on the application of ex- 
was chosen last spring men were elcted: perience or on the extended use of 

‘AMERICAN to be this year’s presi- President, Edward E. Bauer; statistical data, which when plotted, 
ees oF dent, suffered a stroke program chairman, John E. gives empirical curves that suggest 

ENGINEERS; at the Devil’s Lake Heuser; secretary, William F. solutions to such problems. 

\ie524 summer camp, and did Hafstrum; treasurer, Arnold “Statistical analysis is becoming 

not enter school this W. Voss; publicity, Charles W. so important in industry that all en- 

year. The members chose John Schmidt. gineering schools should teach 

Huppler to succeed him as presi- statistics as applied to engineering 

dent. The first meeting was enliv- problems,” he asserted. 

ened with an interesting talk by The first type was the type in Dr. Shapiro in conclusion stated 

Professor Koehler of the Forest which the characteristics of a man that advancement is not forthcom- 
Products Lab on the work he did in could be determined by his features. ing to those young graduate engi- 

the Lindbergh kidnapping case. This, in turn, gave way to the so- neers who are angling for “that easy 
I havi f phil h: ‘white- > job” i i- 

At the second meeting, the guest ca ed behavior type or philosophy white-collar’ job” in the metallurgi 

illin of th in which the brain and nerve proc- cal laboratory or any other soft job, 
speaker was Professor Gillin of the . : 

: esses were the only things which but to those who are one hundred 
Sociology department and the State = , a n 

. controlled behavior. The last and per cent interested in their work and 
Pardon Board. His talk was on the . : : : ; 

. . Lo. newest type is that man is regarded do not mind the heat, grime, irregu- 
methods of dealing with criminals. : . . “ 

ee in respect to his surroundings and lar hours, and hard work in produc- 
The society’s activities for the first the-ehectot eavironimention Kwan: tion. 

semester clos ed with a meeting behavior. Human nature is made After the address the dish-wash- 
shortly before Christmas when Prof. what it is through the outside fac- ing party was organized to “sluice 

Ray Owen presented =o of tors, not through some inherent out” the dishes left from the supper, 
movies. The movies included pic- force, Professor Otto stated. which was sewed before che meee. 

tures of the T.E. skating party and While coffee and sandwiches were ing. 
the Civils’ summer camp at Devil’s served, Mr. Otto was besieged by 

Lake. those anxious to argue or ask fur- A. LE.E. . 
: The last A.I.E.E. meeting was 

ther questions about the speech. held D i é © hy 

A. I. Ch. E. MEETING One of the largest crowds to attend i I Sa ce a a ° i © 

Prof. Max Otto of the philosophy an A.I.Ch.E. meeting in recent -LEE. convention, an, vil WAlESee 
: . fval last June were given by Chairman department was the main speaker at years was present, denoting a reviva 

; . : : August Ferber. Profes- 
the January 5th meeting of the A. I. of interest in the affairs of the stu- as Le briefl 
Ch. E. in the Old Madison room of dent chapter. SOF Eacy: SPO © Drietly. 
M ial Union on why junior A. I.E. 

moria 
Profesor Otro pre (fue MINING CLUB E, members should join 

| ais j inns @ “Steel-making is an art... nota the enrolled student branch. Mr. an enterta’ 5 » A ; senteg an ente E Seapee? science,” stated Dr. Shapiro, head of Theron Brown, superintendent of 

YEE MSIrUCENE) spewe “ the Process Control department of Distribution of the Madison Gas 
which he cautioned engineers not to 3 — : ; h \ ‘, oe the Carnegie Illinois Steel Corpora- and Electric Company, gave an il- 

let f emselves DECome too ‘rigid: in tion, in his address to lustrated lecture on the develop- 

their thinking, but be open to a the Mining Club at its ment of power distribution in Madi- 
ideas and thoughts. Three main last monthly meeting. son. The meeting was ended with 

approaches of philosophy were pre- A great many of the refseshments of cider and dough- 
sented. steel industry’s stickler nuts. 
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STUDENT BRANCH was typical of the thing we are try- enjoyable to all who attend.” 
OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY ing to do. This particular meeting The meetings of the A.S.M.E. 
OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS was addressed by Mr. A. T. Lille- are held at the Memorial Union on 

The aim of the student branch of gren, sales manager of the Madison- the second Thursday of each month 

the American Society of Mechani- Kipp Corporation, the world’s larg- —the time, 7:30. 

cal Engineers is to develop among est producers of die-castings and e 

students in the department of Me- die-casting machinery. Mr. Lillegren CHI EPSILON 
chanical Engineering a brought with him five other men At its regular monthly meeting, 

GD) knowledge of some of who were the heads of their respec- January 13, Chi Epsilon elected the 

the outstanding indus- tive departments to assist in the dis- following new officers for the next 

tries and utilities. cussion following his talk. These semester: 

“We realize,” stated William A. five men represented the shop itself, Joe Maldari, presi- 

Mitchell, president, “that it is im- production, development and _ re- ©) dent; Arnold Voss, vice 

possible to give every man an in- search. With the aid of a display of RO president; John Hupp- 

sight into the particular field in some 200 castings, they presented Nz ler, secretary; Glen 

which he will be engaged after the problems, the past, and the fu- sy Krejcik, associate Edi- 

graduation. We do, however, bring ture of the die-casting industry. I tor of Transit; Glen 

to our group a source of knowledge “Our program for this year is not Thompson, treasurer. 

not to be found in the regular cur- a pretentious one, but is exceeding- These men, selected from the 
riculum, provide them with the op- ly interesting. One of the pro- ranks of the new initiates, will ses 
portunity to meet and talk to grams being planned at the present an the sutlcingy witicers, Lyle Yer: . . . : ges, president; Robert Zwettler, vice 
outstanding men in representative time by Allen Jorgensen, our pro- : 
4 f ae president; and Herbert Johnson, 
industries and utilities, and thus en- gram director, will consist of a talk treasurer 

gender an understanding: of busi- followed by a round table discussion ee the coming semester, Chi 

ness and manufacture which would with several members of the person- Epsilon expects to have several 

otherwise be gained only after the nel of the United Air Lines. While meetings. Election of members will 

student has finished his schooling. all the details are not yet available, be held soon after the beginning of 
“Our last meeting, for example, the meeting will be educational and the second semester. 

Traditionally the High Point in 

Wisconsin Social Life 

Friday, February 4, 1938 

Four- fifty a Couple 

Formal 
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be Name | 

Mechanicals VOIGTMAN, EDWARD, °30, is in TRESTER, A. M., ’06, is field engi- 

, , ; charge of research work in the Neenah neer, Madison Metropolitan Sewerage 

ZIMMERMAN, O. B., ’96, M.S.’00, plant of the Kimberly-Clark Company. district. 

the ipase ee bas gered at special a KOCH, PHILIP, ’35, was married to MIELENZ, HAROLD F., ’17, is engi- 
fesentative OF Khe moiety Of Automonm Gertrude Gant °43 on October 9. Philip neer with the Koehring Company at Mil- 

Engineers, with the objective of develop works at Nine Springs Sewage Treatment waukee. 
ing production engineering activity. is ‘i : ; 

relied %h a ocgprional intersia iqe © OY SPs ue Heesenlaeee, LIVINGSTON, PENN P., °22 is with 
the national meeting at Flint, Michigan, ° the U. S. Geological Survey at Big 

in December. Electricals Springs, Texas. 

COWIE, ALEX, ’31, resigned from his LILJA, EDGAR D., ’24, who is em- WALDEN, DONALD O., ’23, is chief 
ition as test: engineer with the Honey- , 2 2 engineer for the Hidalgo County Water 

position as test engineer the Honey ployed by the Barber-Coleman Company > Ht 

well Company of Minneapolis to teach of Rockford, Illinois, has taken out a Improvement District No. 2, San Juan, 

mechanism at the Armour Institute of patent: on ‘an’ automatic garage door Texas. During the past two years he de- 

Technology in Chicago beginning Febru- opener. signed and constructed one and three- 

ary 1. TRARGND, AGUSTUS: BE Be quarter million dollars of concrete canal 
i ca Roe fi 

WAGGERHAUSER, HERMAN H., the acoustic division of the Burgess Bat- Sati Chem ey Re 
°33, who is assistant manager of produc- wry \Conipany in. Chicago: ini charge of FIDDLE, GEORGE EB 27, is city 

in the German factory branch of hese moses ee . Fs manager of Muskegon Heights, Michi- 
Mon. tn iene: Semme : designing and drafting ‘“‘multivent” ven- 4 alsochs cipal Iti 
the Eastman Kodak Company, visited the tilating-ceilings for railway caisy ete; gan, and also has a municipal consulting 

mechanical engineering department dur- ’ practice. He is contractor engineer on 

ing the holidays. bridge and sewage plant construction. 

> PEPPARD, THOMAS D., ’29, was 

THOMAS, JOHN By 36; lett EL married on September 25 to Miss Grace 
mendorf Corporation, Chicago, to train oe z 

ce : ; o E. Phelan of Chicago. At present, Thom- 
for the position of sales engineer with : E of Chi r 
the Shell Oil Company. ae as is associate highway engineer. 

ANDERSON, EDWARD, 737, is in c . eyes WEEIAM) (Pa) Ui Teun 
the Shell Chemical Research Laboratory vs Se in Madison after returning from Vene- | 

Weed. River, Llisois Le zuela, where he was employed as a civil 

ar wee . : A : engineer by the Gulf Oil Company. He 

LEY, RALPH M., 734, recently re- . will return to Venezuela soon, but with 
turned from the East Texas oil field of " a the Standard Oil Company. 

the Shell Oil Company, and is now lo- ae ° 

cated in the lubricating department of , 4g oe ROMAN, 33, has acer 

the North Central Division office in Des 1 a fe; Position: (Or ales, ehgitices’ sor’ the 

Moines, Iowa, 
i Kohler Company. 

PAULSEN, MILTON, 734, left the 4 ° 

Shell Oil Company to teach mechanical . c , . . 

engineering at Rensselaer Polytechnic Miners and Metallurgists 

Institute, Troy, New York. SCHMEDEMAN, CARL, ’30, has re- 

BUXTON, BREWSTER, °36, as me- pial jammed to aan cperice as geologist 

teorologist for Pan-American Airways at ilip D. Reed Ge Betta Me Eatco Copper Corporation 

Auckland, New Zealand, did the weather REED, PHILIP D., °21, was made as- at Marococha, Peru. 
forecasting for Captain E. C. Musick sistant to the president of the General TIEMANN, THEODORE, °30, Ph.D. 
during the latter’s recent flight from New Electric Company on December 16. Aft- 34, is assistant petrographer for Uni- 

Zealand to Samoa. er graduating from Wisconsin, Mr. Reed versal Cement Company, 208 S. LaSalle 

« received a bachelor of laws degree from Street, Chicago. 
. Fordham University in 1924, and was KLOPF, ARTHUR, 734, has resigned 

Chemicals employed ate patent stomey by severe as instructor in the Marquette University 
é 1926 < A . 

BENNETT, MARTIN T.,’25, on Jan Coplay of the General Electric Company sat em ‘the mrosidene, of Rowe Mechon 
uary 3 accepted the position of principal see ec cared in che lew denerteens ee ii Eee eee eee ae 
valuation engineer of the public service and as counsel in the lamp department, oundries at Chattanooga, Tennessee. 
commission of New York with offices in ° GALLISTEL, A. T., ’35, M.S.’36, 

the State Office Building, Albany, New . whose engagement and approaching mar- 

York. For the past 11 years Mr. Ben- a riage has been announced recently in the 

nett has been employed by the Wisconsin Civils Madison newspapers, is employed in the 

Public Service Commission. ADAMS, WALTER K., ’03, is senior technical division of Leeds, Northrup 
» + 703, 3 : 

DAMAN, GLEN, ’26, teaches general foreman, National Park Service at Mc- Company at Philadelphia. 
chemistry at Michigan College of Mining Gregor, Texas. For three years he was OKERHAUSER, THOMAS E., ’36, 

and Technology, Houghton, Michigan. chief engineer of a banana plantation who has been with the Shell Petroleum 

He is also continuing his research in on the Pacific coast, north of Manzan- Corporation at McPherson, Kansas, has | 

physical chemistry and chemical engi- illo. Previous to that he was engaged in been transferred to the Tulsa office of ' 

neering problems. road construction north of San Antonio. the same corporation. 
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answer. 

Several years ago the question was raised: “Has the limit been 

reached in the speed of drawing copper wire?” 

Western Electric engineers, assigned to find the answer, developed 

new methods and machines that did it three times faster. With 

further study, they surpassed even this record—twelve times the 

original speed! And the product is Lower in cost, higher in quality! 

Aiming always for this goal—better and more economical equip- 

ment for the Bell System—Western Electric engineers continue to 

develop the art of manufacture. 

. 
a 

Manufacturing Plant, t Chicago, Ill., Kearny, N. J., and Baltimore, Md. a Es 3 

Cl 
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Fund tal Rules For An E ti 

by One... 

JOHN G. D. MACK 

1. Never do anything which it is possible for a sub- 8. Give undivided attention to the matter in hand 

ordinate to do unless the element of personal and never show evidence of being in a “hurry,” 

danger enters. Your chief business is supervision, for that trait is like a slipping clutch. A tiresome 

readiness to serve, to make policies, and to meet interview can be happily terminated at any time. 
ever rising emergencies. . 

e . vai 5 
2 thi hich d seriously i 9. Express appreciation for service well porformed, 

2. i everything which oes not seruousty interfere even though the employee be paid for that serv- 

with you or your trust, give others their own way dee 

as Jar as possible. Wrangling over petty details ° 

of no consequence as to how they are solved blocks , : 
ce . : 10. If a verbal order which you give goes wrong, 

progress and may wreck the enterprise. . 
° absorb the blame and forget it. | 

3. Give ail credit to subordinates for if you like cred- 2 ° . 

it, more than sufficient for your needs will reflect IL. Be brief, but tell all the leading facts or none. 

on you. It is a far more commendable task to ° 

select or train an efficient employee than to do 12. Never use “to speak frankly” or similar phrases, 
the work yourself. for the other person will immediately and possi- 

| e bly with justice jump to the conclusion that your | 

4. Do not Jear a subordinate who is a better man statements lacking this qualification are full of 

than you are but endeavor to equip your depart- dissimilation. 
ment with such men and take a just pride in the © 

fact. 13. Always be polite in word and action. Politeness 

© is an impenetrable armor. 

5. All essays on loyalty deal with loyalty of subordi- e 

e superior. Be loyal to your subordinates ; 
nate to Sen ae were 14. Never scold nor show anger. If you scold you are 
and they will be loyal to you. . x é 

a joke as your back is turned and if you show 

e anger it is a break in your armor which places 

6. Encourage criticisms or suggestions for better- you at the mercy of a skilled antagonist. 
ment from all sources and receive them kindly ° 

although you may be able to apply but few of 15. Never make a show of authority until all else has 
them. failed, but in this almost impossible emergency 

e use your authority to the limit. 

7. Be considerate of others’ opinions even though e 

you may know them to be wrong. 16. Have endless patience. 

The rules for an executive, presented herewith, were state that he was part and parcel of this college. He was 

prepared by John G. D. Mack, state engineer of Wiscon- a member of the faculty from 1893 to 1915, when he was 

sin, shortly before his death in 1924. They have recently appointed state engineer. He was made professor of ma- 
come to our attention and seem so valuable that we are chine design in 1903 and headed that department for a 

laying them before our readers. These are the rules that gozen years. He was not a man to confine himself to a de- 

guided a man who was recognized as an saa ae partment, however; he made his presence and influence 
i ngineer in Wis- 5 s cessful executive. He was the first state enginee : felt throughout the college in many ways. The Wisconsin 

consin and took the position in the critical formative Engi i : ingineer was one of those ways; he encouraged the stu- 
period. His success was hard-won but complete. These : . | 

so dents who established the magazine and supported it by 
rules may be accepted as the opinions of a man who knew hi d hi i . duri he difficul 

+ 1s courage an 1s personal assistance during the difficult 
what he was talking about, who practiced what he ‘od . : P 4. ‘The Encik ie , is 

preached, and who was successful in his practice. Petiod of getting started. fe SIME: PMererOres Eases 

To old-timers, Professor Mack needs no introduction, pleasure in recalling his memory and takes satisfaction in 

but for the benefit of the present generation, we would being able once more to print a story by “Johnny Mack.” 
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Printing Service | 

For Stud | or Otudent Groups | 
, 

We know that class schedules, studies, outside reading, 

| papers, reports, lab projects, exams, and all the other 

school activities take up most of a student’s time. 

Why waste valuable hours on your printing problems, when | 

right on the campus we are fully equipped to meet your 

every printing need. You can stop in between classes or | 

after school hours to discuss your printing problems with 

us, and lose no valuable time. 

Quality . . . well, we submit the Wisconsin Engineer, Wis- | 

consin Country Magazine, and the Wisconsin Octopus as 

samples of our work. A complete advertising mat service | 

furnished at no extra charge. | 

We will appreciate a get-acquainted visit from you. | 

ON THE CAMPUS 

740 LANGDON STREET | 
Badger 1137 | 
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The Engineer staff got all excited the other day when, 

in answer to one of a batch of circulation letters, the mail- 

ee 99 man brought a big impressive-looking 9 by 12 envelope 8 P. & yi P' 
with 9 cents postage from an important firm of Chicago 

corporation lawyers. Inside was a neatly-folded sheet of 

“TINT EP Wisconsin Engineer stationery, all clean and blank, with 
by ENGIN EARS 

the accompanying letter: “This is what I found in the 

. mail today. I wonder if I missed something of impor- 

tance.” 

Sarcasm? 

We have an idea we’re being heckled. We have a bas- 2 

ket in the Engineer office—so far as we know, very few fi ‘ee 

people know of the existence J \F i 

Q) of this basket — whose sole A/ Ss (95) ea 

Ce) purpose in this complex world Lig A, t Le eX- 
z Bm is to receive contributions for =P 8 GE 

f 7 VX y this page. A few days ago we g | — yi —. \j é ae GN 

hh A found therein a copy of Octy, e | Be Fey i . Si _ 

S ee a | placed there by some guy who = ————— a, Ua <2 SS ' ’) 

m= either has a sense of humor or f Sas ci Sy sy m / 

rel hasn’t. Ye SN NaS) ret 

; ; Pree Will 
inne Overheard in physics lab: l — eso i 5 

“And the barometer... how SS NEE eee J : g wa 

much is it, Abie?” ~ —_— 

“Oi, it’s a bargain . . . only 29.98.” 

é Philosophy, or Why Boys Take Engineering 
oo. “A piano becomes a great pianist when it finds Paderew- 

Contribution ski and teaches him how to play.” —Max Otto 
Heard in Econ 101: Instructor—‘From now on we will e 

have no more problems assigned. The course will consist “Yessir,” philosophizes Rucks, “you certainly meet a lot 

entirely of bull from me and answers, of a slightly differ- of people on these no-cut days.” 

ent nature, from you.” e 

* Definitions: 
“The sultan’s son is apt to be a bit wild.” Research: A blind man in a dark room looking for a black 
“Harum scarum, eh?” cat that isn’t there. 

“No, he’s used to them.” Calculus: That branch of mathematics that makes Ag stu- 

e dents out of many budding engineers. 
. . . . ; ; Electron: A dot of electricity that speeds very fast back- 

Speaking of pin-hangings, which Wes werent and won’t, wards from the direction that electricity really goes, and 
Wayne Mitchell, an true engineer fashion, hung a mon- loses its sense of direction and gets turned around 

key-wrench on his girl. where the magnetic field is fluxing. 

FOR... Ask for iy 

STUDENT PAPERS . GREETING CARDS KENNEDY- As mie Oo 
| ima NO 

RUBBER STAMPS MANSFIELD Os . wa 
\ Pure ry | A . 

| JOB PRINTING Dai : gi. lilo | | ary * dake. 
a Cts Jz 

| try Products g A ETS) 

> Sy 

_ NETHERWOOD’S WoSEIe Served at all 

| Bavcer 701 519 Srare STREET leaaiieg teiteuean és S Ft | 
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Those who know, say that EE 116 is a bum course be- ———— 

cause it deals with transients. 
And the men- CAMBRIDGE 

i f EE 116 
2 a PRECISION INSTRUMENTS 

P hy brings up the sug- 

bab > gestion that Pro- Trusted Co-Workers of Science 
I fessor Koehler 

are figure out a way URING the past half-century, many of the 

=| Sees to adapt oscillo- important developments of Science have 

== \ eee graph technique been furthered with the assistance of Cambridge 
= | to the measure- instruments. Today, the name “Cambridge”’ is 

Lis ment of the dura- a familiar one in research laboratory, industry 

tion of New and medicine. 

Year’s resolutions. The quality of workmanship and of materi- 

e als employed in their construction and the dis- 

“A skunk sat on a stump. The skunk thunk the stump tinctive finish of metal and woodwork mark 
stunk and the stump thunk the skunk stunk.” Cambridge instruments unmistakably. From a 

—Montana Engineer. utilitarian standpoint it is these innumerable 

e refinements in the smallest details that make 

Business Manager Yerges says that 4 out of 5 girls are Cambridge instruments accurate, dependable 

beautiful and the fifth one comes to Wisconsin. and long-lived. . ceo. 
e In the Cambridge workshop, precision is more 

: . than merely a word—it is a code of practice 
In the library catalogue are just fourteen references governing every detail, from purchase of ma- 

under the title “Motors,” and, of these, all but one are in terials to shipment of a fine instrument. 

a foreign language. 

° 3732 Grand Pioneer 

All right, did you ever try to fill up 72 square inches of oe CAMBRIDGE Maaabacterers 
humor in small type? Nexen INSTRUMENT CO IN¢ Siaeenme 

Have You Bought Your Badger? | 

The Lowest Priced Yearbook — 
in the Big T. | 

| 

O 

With a Host of New Features That Will | 
Make the 1938 Edition the Best Ever! | 

The 1938 Badger | 

MEMORIAL UNION FAIRCHILD 7400 | 
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Consider The Big Company a tunity to continue his development and to broaden his ex- 

. - perience. The training period extends the time when he 
(continued from page 65) . s 5 / must make a decision as to the specific line of endeavor 

is transferred from the test of one type of apparatus to which he will undertake and places him in a position so 

the test of another type of apparatus where he goes that he can better choose the work for which his abilities 
through the same procedure, and during the year he will ang aptitudes are best fitted whether it be inside or outside 
go through several of these testing departments. Through- ihe big company in which he obtains this training. 

out the year he is developing a confidence in himself to ee , 3 ‘ 
. _ : If the senior is desirous of entering a large corporation, 

do things and the ability to work with others and to as- 5 
a. . he should start there, as most large corporations have 

sume responsibility, aside from a knowledge of the prod- z 
: found it advantageous to develop their own personnel. 

uct and its manufacture and of how a manufacturing Seseei ith the I d lude th 
oo. This i lemented by classroom tarting with the large company does not preclude the 

Onan ZANE 1S rune 1s 1S SUPP ¥ possibility of joining the small company later, but the 
work where he obtains a knowledge of the complete or- Moc F 5 ; ; ; 

. = ' _ , probability is that the graduating engineer starting with a 
ganization and its operations, as well as something of the ll ‘ll 5 : 

: : . small company will not find his way into the large corpor- 
engineering and business problems confronting the organ- ata 

ization. , 
. . The opportunities in the big company are many and 

The elaborate detail of this program has been devel- : wo 
_. varied, and the training is broad enough so that he may 

oped toucake caresof our‘furure. ‘All positions.now filled be placed where the opportunities at the moment exist. 
by successful and mature technical graduates will some 5. Seg 5 

. Competition within the company is keen and a man ad- 
day be filled by the younger generation who have recently : ; 

" vances upon his record of accomplishment. The problem 
entered the engineering, sales or other fields, who are £ “pull” a" “poop 3 

. “tas of “pull” or “family” is not encountered. The big com- 
now in the test, or who are still in college. z = i 

pany is looking for men well grounded in the fundamen- | 
We feel that a man to know men must learn to play tals of engineering and with other desirable personal qual- 

with others, as well as to work with others, in fact, that ifications which lead to success, above all, he must be able 
this is also an important part of his development; there- to work effectively with others. 

one fectestlons) fneilitite alte Beovitled for this Purpose. The senior who has the qualifications and is desirous of 
At its main plant the General Electric Company maintains 4 i s : 

. va. : wae making a journey—not running a race—will find that the 
the Edison Club which includes among its many activities % a a8 

4 a big company offers him opportunities for advancement 
golf, tennis, and other country club facilities. For the cemmensieee with his abilities 

young college graduate employees, those on training . 
courses are admitted to the Edison Club at greatly reduced 

: . Sh es The Power Of The Sun dues, so that these recreational activities are available to 
the student at a cost well within his means. Similar club Bridgemen working on the new San Francisco Bay 
facilities are available at the other works of the company. bridge were faced with an unexpected situation when the 
Membership is not compulsory but it is encouraged. This rising sun drew the tops of the bridge towers almost two 
feature of the training program may lead one to believe inches east each morning. As the sun moved in its course, 

that the work in a large corporation it not too arduous, the towers reeled with it. Only two inches, but if you were 
but our philosophy is that it is a necessary part of the nor- trying to hammer the head of a four-inch rivet flush and 
mal broad development of the individual. One can do his there were two inches between your beam and your tower, 

most effective work in congenial surroundings and when you would have to do something. On the Bay bridge they 

he is happy. had to wait until nightfall, after the sun had quit having 

In concluding these comments, I wish to emphasize that fun with the bridge, to fit some of the crossbeams. 

the big company offers to the senior an excellent oppor- —Franx J. Taytor in Collier’s 

2 2 It Always PAYS 
Looking Forward | ¥ a 

...to Look Your BES to PROM .... 
Enjoy prompt, expert service 

You'll need a CORSAGE Oy prompt, exp 

! and she'll prefer it at 

| from 

Steve's Barber Sh RENTSCHLER’S teves arber Op 
°© Place Your ORDER NOW! 1403 University Avenue 
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Technological Trends 
KE) 

EF YOU plan to become an expert in air conditioning, a C ad S h y G , 

research chemist, an engineer in an agricultural ma- ‘ wl )y 

chinery concern, or to enter any of the other fields that for your | 

an engineering education prepares one for, the publica- 

tion, “Technological Trends and National Policy” will be ! 

of interest to you. It presents a survey of many fields of U § e d T e xt § e | 

technology and applied science covering the social aspects | 

of inventions, the relation of science to technology, and a Those of your textbooks that are 

detailed discussion of many industries. | scheduled for use Hex semester 

Inventions are discussed in the beginning of the book. | ve mae ed ce ak 

The prediction of new inventions, the huge fatality rate, good condition. 

their social aspects, and the resistance encountered in the | 

adoption of something new are all elaborated on. Since | LIBERAL | 

the book is a compiling of the works of many experts, TRADE ALLOWANCES 

each in his own field, its presents very accurate informa- | 

tion of inventions and industries. Trade in your discarded textbooks | 
: . . . toward the purchase of next se- | 

This report is of particular value to the student who is mester’s books at an even higher | 

undecided as to which field of industry he wishes to enter, price than the cash allowance. | 

or to the senior who has already made up his mind, but 
wishes more information of his chosen field. It contains 9 | 

an analysis of practically every large industry both with B rowns B oo k | 

aon, to its past and to the future. For example, the Sho | 
uture trends in automobiles, the possibility of a demand Pp 

for more automobiles than we are using, and the effects Corner State & Lake | 

the invention of the automobile have produced on society — ee _ ee 
as a whole are discussed thoroughly. In a similar manner, 

the past, present, and future of the steel industries and 
others are described. 

In the pages of “Technological Trends and National 
Policy” you may find much that will change or modify the I if l N Wn | BN J wv l N 

opinions you have of some line of endeavor. That is, such 

questions as: is this industry a growing one, is it one that OKONITE insulation with an unsurpassed record 

supplies a genuine demand, or is it one that will pass out since 1878 is still generally recognized as the 

of existence soon, are answered. by men who have worked acme of perfection for rubber insulations and as 

for years in these industries and know the answers to “the best product possible” of its type. 

these questions as well as anyone reasonably can. UD CLCWICE SOn Tuy) CNET UD CUTIE [tt 
. ever, have constantly kept step with the ad- 

Copies of the report may be had by writing to your con- vancoulotthe clectriciart! 

gressman or sending one dollar to the Superintendent of CE he etry ee CPMPSta (erercr ceri) 

Documents, Washington, D. C. single or multiple conductor, high or low volt- 
age, whether finished with a rubber or a syn- 

—) thetic compound jacket, braid, lead sheath or 

| armor of any type, Okonite can make it. 

Engineers: TL a PU ut te ug CLT) aba calls 

for rubber, impregnated paper, varnished cam- 

THESES AND TOPICS bric, asbestos, glass or the newer synthetic 
compounds, the policy still is and will continue 

accurately and promp. tly typed . . . to be the best product possible. 

(We have the “math” keys on our typewriters) AN NHN Teen 

[See CTT [BELA oS 

C ll T in Co COVA UDG RU ee DICT 
Oo egqe yp g s THE OKONITE-CALLENDER CABLE COMPANY, INC. 

Bapcer 3747 Campus Arcade Bldg. 720 State St. STAT Lee ae TV) oe 

Open from 7:30 a.m, till 9 p.m. ete ri aa are 
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A CORNERSTONE The President’s ‘For God so loved the world That is, we fail to apply our time in the 
LAID recent message to that He gave His only be- tight manner, we fail to put it in the 

Congress caused, gotten Son that whosoever places where it will produce the greatest 
as usual, considerable journalistic stir. believeth in Him should not returns. 

The professional “interpreters,” always perish but have everlasting Since this is the season of the year for 
eager to guide the apparently slow-witted life.” —Joun 3:16 making resolutions, and it is also the sea- 
man-on-the-street, turned the spotlight son of the year for those much dreaded 
upon the government’s attitude toward “big business.” finals, wouldn’t it be an excellent chance to make a resolu- 
But we were impressed most by one simple statement tion never to say “I haven’t got time” when it applies to 
which, though sharply defined in the radio broadcast, was our school work. Wouldn’t it be better to say: “I’ll make 
utterly lost in the long columns of newsprint. the time to do this assignment.” 

The point made was that the time is now past when any With the start of each new year it 
man has the right to use or misuse land or resources, A LITTLE seems the custom—and not a bad 
under whatever ownership claims, without regard for the HONEST PRIDE one—to reflect upon the events and 

effect of his actions upon his neighbors, present or future. experiences of the past year and to make resolutions or 
It is these farm lands, forest, fisheries, oil, and ore that predictions accordingly for the year in store. Predictions, 
constitute the nation’s wealth—today’s wealth and tomor- however, we will leave to those better qualified to make 
row’s wealth. To squander such wealth, even under the them; resolutions we leave to those of sterner moral fiber 
guise of traditional American individualism, is criminal. than ourselves. We can take time, however, to reflect upon 
With the lesson of the “dust bowls,” of ever increasing the days just past. No place is it more true than in our 

floods, played-out land, and gutted mines before us, the own line that future courses of action are decided upon 
nation is at last becoming officially aware that the use of through careful analysis of that which has gone before. | 
the country’s natural resources, by whomever owned, is of In the world at large this has been a year of war and 
national, not private, concern. confusion, in politics bickering and distrust, economically 
Whether the present administration’s policy of farm one of aimless bewilderment. In spite of which examina- 

production subsidies and governmental supervision of for- tion will show that technical progress moves on in its un- 
ests and oil is the answer to this is not our present con- hurried stride. Greater dams and bridges go up each year, 
cern. But open public recognition of the long range co- new synthetic materials make their appearance in an unin- 
operative conservation principle will start us toward the terrupted stream, more ingenuous, more efficient appli- 

ultimate solution of the problem. Once again the econom- ances and machines are constantly produced, economy of 
ics of the engineer is being brought to bear for the benefit raw materials and quality of finished goods goes ever up- 
of the nation. ward. 

Though we hear the old cry that the engineer is prone 
MAKE The story is told of the man whose house was to turn his back on modern social problems and bury his 
TIME burning down: In his anxiety to get water on the fread in his machinery, the protesters must admit that we 

fire, he rushed to the well, pumped a few quarts apparently run our business better than the financiers, 
of water into his pail, dashed around the house to the politicians, and economists run theirs. The explanation to 
portion that was afire, and handed the practically empty us is that ours is a field in which cooperation rules. There 
pail to his neighbor to throw on the flames. The neighbor may be never-ending work ahead, there are problems to 

© took one look at the pail and told him to go back to the test the limits of human patience, but the engineer, at least, 
pump and fill it up. The man, overcome by the fear of doesn’t work at cross purposes with his fellows; his busi- 
losing his home and generally demoralized by the blaze, ness competition is a cooperative competition. On the 
retorted: “I haven’t got time.” other hand, to the best of our knowledge there are only 

Isn’t this true of college students in general. We are all one or two schools in the country offering correlated 
trying to do so many things at the same time that we have preparation for a diplomatic or any other public service 
little time for that most important part of our college career. Few economists speak the same language. Finan- 
course, the school work itself. Or we are inclined to dash _ciers have their own code of ethics. That is why, in the 
from one subject to the other in the course of an evening confusion, the engineer seeks to keep on ground with 
spent with our books, just getting a smattering of each which he is familiar, where he can both give and get co- 
assignment and not actually learning any one lesson well. operation. Nor can we blame him. 
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@ Man's quest for gold has led him into perature and adiabatic compression of further expansion and future accomplish- 
strange places ... the frozen lands of the air, both of which go higher as shafts go ments—except as measured by the num- 
north, the deserts of the south, the bow- lower. They studied the excessive humid- ber and ability of the young engineers 

els of the earth. But from the land of ity; heat from oxidation; heat from hu- Carrier can bring under the training of 

Cecil Rhodes comes an amazing tale of man bodies; frictional heat from machin- the pioneers who have been through the 
muck and sweat and terrific heat... and ery; and heat from explosives. And from 35 years of the development of the art. 

man’s victory over the elements! their analysis came the installation of Inthe Carrier organization, young men 
The Robinson Deep Mine, Johannes- a Carrier Air Conditioning system with hold responsible positions—their capa- 

burg, South Africa, is the world’s deep- a cooling effect equal to 4,000,000 city gauged not by age, but by ability. 

est hole—8,500 feet down! In those pounds of ice every 24 hours. And whether that ability is fostered best 

depths is gold, but with temperatures Thus again had engineering triumphed by laboratory research or field work in 

exceeding 100° Fahrenheit and humid- in avictory affecting notonly production, the far corners of the world, Carrier en- 

ities approaching 100%, production efficiency and comfort, but one which ables engineers to progress. Today in 

reached what seemed to be an impass- left its impress on world economics. 99 different countries, you will find ev- 

able barrier Even the natives couldn't There is no limit to the scope of Car- idence of Carrier engineers’ contribution 

stand the intolerable heat! rier Air Conditioning—nor to Carrier's to the world’s progress! 

What could be done to improve 
conditions, to increase the effi- ; ; - 

ciency of miners, to permit deeper Bese eee ated a 
excavations for gold? The answer CJ : ‘ gineering schools in every section 

was Carrier Air Conditioning! | a i ¢ i ¢ | e } of the country, Carlen peed moze 
Into those black depths went cord, and are interested in the 

Carrier engineers and for 365 days ope tren nemaetng ans ieient 
tackled the problems of rock tem- 5. 5 C Pi t 5 ° ts] 

: CARRIER CORPORATION, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
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NETWORK ANALYZER parts must be inspected. the x-ray permits inspec- 

\ HVE the aim of aidine public utilities in laying Gen for flaws in-eastings and welds without damage 

¥¥ out power <sstems. Ro N. Slinger. Oregon State le the article under observation. 

Mo. Ge Lorraine. b. of Colorado “27. and UL PL ‘Phe industrial \-ray maehine is. in reality. an ene 

NKaehni. Bideenu Vechnische Hochschule 20. Zurich. jargement of the familiar machine used by doctors 

~witverland. Uaioe “20. spent more than a year in and dentists. Mounted on a dolly. or suspended 

designing and constructing an alternating-current from a hand erane. the machine is easily trans- 

network analyzer. The apparatus is so arranged that ported from one job to another and can be quickly 

any distribution circuit in’ the country may be set up for the inspection. saving lime and money 

simulated merely by plugeine various impedance and assuring the customer of a perfect casting or 
units and power sources from the plugging cabinets welded seam. 

Developments such as this are being made by 

eat college graduates who were at one time “on Test.” Ah 2 college gra ua - 

eee Key sy Fm tse om, Many of them have been off the vollege campus but 

«beef \. rae a few years and are catering # career in oneial the 

a VY 5 i \2 £- “l Leah many engineering and business fields in the General 

a ee 4 2G Klectric Company. 
. 41 Rt oa eal 
~aala| Bae 2) ena : = a 
SSE A Serie OE ——— Ane SE 

and reading the resalts on the master instrument SC 

Phe a-e analyzer. a miniature power system. pro- I cy aT 
vides General Mlectric engineers with an advanced 

tool for system analysis and is made available to : RUBBER RATLROAD RATES 
nuility operatiny companies for their individual N°: the PAU EGE companies have not started louse 

problems. Speed and accuracy of calculations are rubber rails. but the new welded steel eatiler thal 

the two main advantages of the analyzer. and any ea mile in deneth have many of the characteristics 

e\perienced operator can. in two or three days. solve whieh rubber rails probably would have. Developed 

network problems whieh would take months to after research and experimental work by the Dela- 

work oul uxineolher methods: ware and Hudson Railroad. Sperry Products Com- 

pany. and General Mlectric Company. the welding 

\ which makes possible these mile-long rails introduces 

oi bili, flash butt welding of the preheated ends of recular- 

ote ©) “4 ri leneth rails to form one long continuous rail. 

eG A) \ my i¢ af W hen these rails are loaded on flatears. they bend 

b AAUVI ia S* 4 N easily around the sharpest curves as they are carried 

LR {I vee y oes to the spot where they are to be laid. In addition 

ean As. \ BY acces iy LF Vv to their flexibility. the rails are remarkably quiet. 

! eee ! No longer will there be the continual bump and 

iti \ clatter of wheels over worn and gaping rail joints 

to disturb sleeping passengers. ‘To reduce the noise 

LOOKING THROUGH A BRICK WALL even more. the rails are laid so that there will be no 

Pookse through a brick wall would not be a two parallel joints. 

4 practical use for the G-E industrial x-ray ma- The flexibility and smoothness of the new rails 

chine. bat it would be less difficult than the tasks to reduce the wear and tear on the rolling stock, so 

whieh it is put every day. Developed for use in that the initial expenditure for the rails will be 

factories where expensive castings and machined ‘compensated by the saving on maintenance. 
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